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« GLOSSARY

* ' • '

' ARWS Accelerated Rural Water Supply programme
CE Chief Engineer
CO Coordinating Office of the Socio-Economic Units

i ' DAN I DA ', Danish International Development Assistance
DGIS Directorate General for International CooDeration (Netherlands)
EC Executive Coordinator of the Socio-Economic Units
FO Field Organizer (temporary field staff of SEUs, based

in panchayats)
GOI Government of India
GOK Government of Kerala
GON Government of the Netherlands
ICDS Integrated*Child Development Scheme
I.P.O. Investigation, Planning & Design Division of the Kerala Water

Authority
KUO Kerala Water Authority
LCCD Liter per capita per day
MD Managing Director of the Kerala Water Authority
HLD Million liter per day

«. 0 i H Operation and Maintenance
PSG Planning, Services and General
PANCHAYAT Local Administrative Authority for a Rural Area

* covering a population of IS.000 to 30,000
PLANOP Plan of Operation

• P*U Project Management Unit of the KWA
PQ(C> Programme Officer (Community Organisation)
P0(H> Programme Officer (Health Education)
PwC Panchayat Water Committee
RNE Royal Netherlands Emdassy
STA Senior Technical Adviser (Danida)
SEU Socio-Economic Units
SEA Socio-Economic Advisor
TLO... Technical Liaison Officer(DGIS)
V0/NGO Voluntary Organization/Non-Government Organization
WARD. Each panchavat is subdivided into wards, the basic

unit of local government, covering a population of
a,ooo to"sooo.

WWC Ward Water Committee works with the SEUs at the ward level, in
- charge of many activities. It is a voluntary group composed o-

5 to 7 members including at least H women and the elected ward
* member who is also a member of the Danchavat.

a i
•

ONE LAKH 10.0.. 0.0,0.
i ONE CRORE 10 Million
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The Kerala Water Authority is entrusted with the provision of safe drinking water, specifically piped water, for
1 the entire state. It has charge of approximately l,6ftft water schemes of varying size, Among these are 11 piped
s water schemes being implemented with the support of the Governments of The Netherlands and Denmark. The 11 piped-

water schemes, number of panchayats each covers and population as of 1981 are:
Dutch-Supported

* Vakfcoa-Anjengo-6 panchayats- 134,0yftft population (19811
Kundara-7 panchayats- 16ft,ftftA population (1981)
Cheriyanad-1 panchayat- 2Q,,QAft population (19B1)
Koipurai- 1 panchayat- £4,MA population (1981)
Thrikkunnapuzha- 5 wards -about 12,(MA population
Nattika-Firka- lft panchayats- 231,ftftft population (1981)
Mala- 6 panchayats- 136,ftftft population (1981)
Pavaratty- 18 panchayats- about 4ftft,ftftft population

Danish-supported
Eddapal- S panchayats- 127,OAQ, population (1981)
Kolacherry- 8 panchayats- 171,Qyftft population (1981)
Cheekode I- 3 panchayats- 56,OAQ, population (1981)

As stated in the Plan of Operation, the long-ten objective of the Socio-Economic PrograMe is to iiiprove the
health and living standards of the people. Specifically, the immediate objectives of the project are, in

* partnership with the KMA, to:
a. facilitate the integration and institutionalization of relevant socio-economic activities and

methods into the KWA's current programme for water supply;

b. continue to develop integrated, sustainable and replicable strategies which will, within the
* coMunity and household—

-contribute to iaproved hygiene/health practices related to safe handling and use of water,
. -enhance sanitation practices and essential sanitary facilities.

c. strengthen/establish mechanise which enable people and their local institutions to plan and
participate in activities related to water supply, sanitation and hygiene education. Particular
emphasis will be paid to women's involvement.

There are three Socio-Economic Units, each with three professionals, and supporting administrative staff. The
Units currently have temporary field workers. Each unit is based in a regional office of the KWA. The first Unit
(called SEU-North) was established with Danish support in the northern region of Kerala in March 1987. The other
units (SEU-South and SEU-Central) were set up about a year and a half later in August 1988 with Dutch support.
There is also a snail coordinating office (CO) in Trivandnw which is also concerned with institutional aspects of

. the programme and integration. Although the Socio-Econonic Units (SEUs) are directly funded by the donors, they
' are responsible to and work closely with the Kerala Hater Authority. Each Unit covers a project area with a

current population of <tOA,0Aft to <t5ft,ftftft. Work in one scheme (Cheekode II (7 panchayats) has not yet started
* pending final approval.

A Co-ordinating Committee headed by the Managing Director of the KUA meets every 3 to 4 months. The Committee
-" * oversees project development (both hardware and software) and solves problems related to both software and

hardware implementation. The SEU staff are grateful' to their many colleagues within KUA for their support and
; guidance.



SUMMARY OF THE SIX MONTH REPORT

1. The Socio-Economic Units' first annual Plan of Implementation
for Phase II was approved by the Coordinating Committee as of 1
April l?Vl. This reoort covers the first.six months of the year (1
April to 1 October 1991). The report has been prepared together
with all three Units and several colleagues in the KWA. Now that
the planning and reporting periods are at last synchronized, it is
possible to compare our plans for each period with the actual
activities and expenditures.

2. Significant activities in each scheme for the reporting period
appear in pages 5 to 7. Appendix 1 contains a draft plan for
institutiona 1 ization. This will be revised. Appendix 2 shows the
list of visitors/training after which comes other background
information. The last appendix contains revised 6-month plans for
the SEU(IMorth) and the Coordinating Office. These plans were
revised because of the late finalisation of the agreement between
the Governments of India and Denmark, as well as some reohasing of
activities. For SEU(Central) and SEU(South), the reohasing in
activities relates mainly to the sanitation components and thus it
was not thought necessary to revise their whale plans.

3. Socio-economic activities started more slowly this year than
had been planned. The district elections were followed bv the verv
long national election camoaign and then a change of the State
Government. These elections campaigns disrupted field activities
substantially. In addition, the long delay in the finalization of
the agreement between the Governments of India and Denmark meant
that the Northern Unit's activities have been substantially
disrupted. Nonetheless, beginning in August, the momentum of work
has picked up again, with some interesting developments in the
programme. With hard work we hope to complete the year
approximately as planned.

A-. There are now more than 170, functioning Ward Water Committees,
each serving an average population of 20.0.0. people. This voluntary
group of 7 people organizes reporting of leaks around the
standpost, local education activities, the sanitation programme. In
their present form they are still fairly new. In the Central
region, Ward Water Committees have been operating more than a year;
in the southern region less than a year; in the North, where water
is about to come into the schemes, they are being reorganized. The
Ward Water Committees are one central focus of activities. For
example,' they were involved in the chlorination of more than 10,,0.0,0.
open wells during this reporting period. The dissemination of a
study on the bacterial quality of well water soon is meant to
initiate a cooperative campaign for improving the conditions around
wells and stimulating self-managed chlorination activities in
Kerala. The Ward Water Committees, government departments and NGOs
will collaborate in this. The household sanitation programme
<'latrines-with-education1) is largely managed and executed by the
panchayats and ward water committees. It is now active in 10,
pancnayats. By nay ivvt: it is hoped that they will nave compierea
10,,0.0,0. to 12,0,0.0, latrines in all. The school health club programme
has expanded to U6 scnools. Other special education programmes
continue and arts described later.



Danida-supported schemes

5, In the northern region, it is expected that trial runs will be
undertaken between December 1991 and April 1992 for the three
Danida-supported schemes, although there are still some delays.

6. In the three northern schemes, the SEU(North) changed the
planned location of some standposts for technical reasons and
chocked the coverage of the current design and proposed extensions.
A new 'user-friendly' design for a standpost had been produced
earlier. This has a larger base and higher tap point. These
standposts are now being set up with the help, in some places, of
the community. In the Eddapal scheme, the Unit has also launched
its experimental household sanitation (latrine-with-education)
programme. The subsidy is Rs 650, only; and this mav eventually be
reduced. This 'minimum "input' activity aims at lower middle income
grouDS and is meant to complement the high subsidy programme for
poor people. With respect to general health education, it is
interesting to note that even during the delay in finalization of
the GOI-Danida agreement, some activities continued through
colleagues and trainees in the Health Department and NGOs . Eight
temDorary field workers have been brought in.

Nether lands-supported schemes

7. Technical developments related to the Netherlands-supported
schemes included:

-approval of ^ revised estimates bv GO I (Vakko^-Onjengo.
Cheriyanad, Thrikkunnaouzha, Koipuram);

-preparation of a new design for the distribution net of the
Kundara scheme, with the SEU(South) participating;

-decision to implement the Pavaratty scheme in stages,
beginning with 6 panchayats, laying of some pipes and setting up
KWH and bfcU teams tor surveying activities;

-trial runs in Vakkom-Anjengo, Cheriyanad, Koipuram.

8. For the Dutch-supported SEU programme, this reporting period
saw:

-close coordination with IPD in the survey and mapping of the
Kundara scheme;

-planning of activities with the KWA for the large Pavaratty
scheme, initiation of some small mapping and of the baseline
survey;

-launching of the new round of the sanitation programme with i
high level of community self-management including contributions
from the panchayats for the programme;

-determination of the minimum costs of latrine construction
based on careful comparisons and optimum use of local materials;

-expansion of the number of school health clubs;
-improvement in participatory training methods, expansion of

Ward Water Committee training activities and increased WWC
involvement and management of many programme activities;

-identification of voluntary standpost attendants
who are involved in maintaining cleanliness around the standpost,
fault reporting and community education;

-initiation of the 'use and maintenance' activities.



9, All SEU professional staff have been involved in two planning
exercises meant to chart the possible course for sustainabi1ity of
many SEU components. <See appendix i for a draft of Daft of this,)
In addition, as planned, each professional SEU staff member
attended one training activity outside Kerala. For the programme
officers, these were short courses in participatory training
methods given by PROWESSS (3 staff attended) and by PRIA (3
attended). The results of this have been gratifying. During this
period the Executive Coordinator was involved in organizing the'
Kerala branch of the International Union of Health Education which,
among other things, will be involved in the well water campaign. In
the period from' March 1991 to March 199S there are (1) a Danida
country evaluation of water projects; (E) a Dutch review mission
(3) a Danida review mission, (̂') preliminary and full-scale Dutch
I.O.V. inspection service missions. Please note, it is strongly
requested that from now on, each mission, including the IOv, give a
clear briefing on arrival and debriefing to KWA officials before
their departure.

10.. There were several transfers among KWA colleagues: Mr. M.P.
Mohan took over as Technical Member; Mr. Veeran Pillai came as
Chief Engineer of IPD; Mr. Yacoob Saxt was- transferred to
Superintending Engineer based in Trivandrum; Mr'. B. Punnooran
became Superintending Engineer based in Kottayam: Mr. P.
Ramachandran Nair was transferred as Deputy Chief Engineer to the
office of the Chief Engjneer(South); and Mr. Sukamaran became
Superintending Engineer in Ouilon. Several Executive Engineers
were also transferred. A new post of Deputy Chief Engineer in
charge of the training unit has been established.

11. In each reporting period it seems that there are more socio-
economic activities that are carried out under the direction or
guidance of KWA colleagues. We are thankful to our KWA colleagues
at the Trivandrum Headquarters and in the PMU Unit, at the regional
and circle level, and colleagues working in the schemes and at 1PD
•for their continuing supDort and collaboration.

The following report is divided topically in relation to the SLU
project objectives that are shown in the 'Background1 section, page
i i .



ACCESS TO PIPED WATER

p.l anni T-IQ of water schemes

IE". At the beginning of 1991, the initial SEU(South) mapping of one
panchayat in the Kundara scheme revealed that a substantial
proportion of the population would remain unserved. This was
discussed with the IPD (the Investigation, Planning and Design
Division). it .was decided that s revised estimate was essential to
provide better coverage. .The IPD, at its own initiative, decided
in May to prepare new, detailed maps of the whole scheme (7
panchayats, more than 20,0,, 0.0,0. people) with hydraulic calculations.
IPD completed this in just two months (more than 70.0. kilometers of
roads and paths). In July and August, the SEU fielded a team that
added all houses and landmarks on the IPD maps. The SEU teams and
IPD staff worked in close cooperation; it was a rewarding
experience. Now IPD has finished a computer design of the maximum
possible extensions to the scheme- This distripution net will now
be reviewed and probably cut back, with a view to saving funds
while, at the same time, providing the optimum access to piped
water. To IPD and P.H. Divisions', sincere thanks are due for
speedv. careful w o r K In the Kundara scheme, as suggested Pv IPD,
the SEU has deferred site selection of standDosts in'order not to
raise expectations of the community before even the revised
estimate is submitted.

13. In the large, ie-panchayat Pavaratty scheme, the KWA has
decided to implement the Droject in stages beginning with 6
panchayats. A revised design had been prepared by the Engineering
College in Trichur. In July 1991, the IPD and PH Divisions decided
to proceed with an engineering survey and socio-economic mapping in
these panchayats. For this, the KWA is providing surveyors and a
full-time Assistant Engineer while the 5EU(Central) is providing
the services of 3 surveyors and the Unit's draftsman. Work will
include checking original maps, adding roads left out, completing
hydraulic measurements and entering population (houses) and
landmarks in the maps. Some pipes are already being laid in the
first ^ panchayats. Even though there still exists a large stock
of pipes as a result af the GOI/RNE prefinancement, the KWA has
taken the decision not to continue with other contracts to lay
pipe's pending the outcome of this survey, in order to ensure the
best design. A programme associate will be hired by the SEU for
this large scheme. The KWA has kindly agreed to provide
accommodation for the SEU(Central) sub-office in the newly
constructed building.

1^. In Pavaratty the SEU also started its baseline survey. The
first data (part of the 10,*/. sample survey of 1 panchayat ) showed
that E in 5 families have seasonal water shortage, while one-half
of the wells run dry in "the summer. As expected, most people say
they prefer to drink water from an open wells. Two-thirds of the
families are without latrines of any type. Interesting was the
higher morbidity data of 37'A of the households (now that we have
reformulated the question to: Was there anyone with loose



DATA SHEET AS OF SEPTEMBER

Mater scheie
No. of
panchayats/
?opulat'n('81

Pavaratty

w-m,m

status of
•apping/site
selection

joint m i
SEU teas

trial runs/
partial
coins 'g

1992
4 panch't

latrines
built

to be built
by 5/92

Activities with coaaunity/
technical progress

Eng. College did design.
KHA/SEU survey teaos being
set up, check design k add
population data. Soae pipes
being laid 4 panchayats.
KWA giving office for SEli
teas. SEU conducting S-t
baseline survey.

lala
0/136,288

completed conpleted
as per
o n qinal
resign

1,437 2.625 Revises ?stiaate in 301.
Housenold !atr/sani+ation ;n

i 3 oancnavats. 32 v.active rfWCs
1 3?S training. NGO training !i

links, to n activities related
te start-up of scheme. Leak
reporting/'JIM activities. 19
scnool health clues. oooen
Qasons/ects. ^5,^00 wells
cnlcnnated with WHCs/HSOs.

•

Nathka-
Firka
ie/23i.2ee

cOBDleted completed
as per
original
design

see 2,6ee Revised estmate with 501.
Household latr/sanitation
3 panchdyats. 33 v,active WWCs
Ed'n 4 pancn's activities for
5an'n/start-up of scnene. ^7ZB
*t\\z chlorinated with
MUCs/N60. Fly control caaip'n.
5o»e standoost attencants,
luited, in part by Ion cover-
before revised estisate.

Vakkoi'Anjengi
6/134,eee

coapleted finishing 641 989 Revised estisate approved by
by SOI. Household latr/san in
J panchayats. 43 functioning
WWCs. SPAs in 1 panch't. Ed'n
acts for start-up of schene
all panchayats. ""5,088 wells
chlorinated with WNC/PHC/ICDS.
NGO training/links. 24 school
health clubs. Women aasons.
Special social features of
pop'n.
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DATA SHEET AS OF SEPTEMBER 1991

Mater icheae
No. of
panchayats/
populat'nl'Bl

Thrikkunna-
ouzha
1/2 panch't/
11,000

status of
gapping/site
selection

cDBpleted

trial runs/
partial
cDtsis'g

coapleted
June '38

latrines
built

146

to be built
by 5/92

954

Activities with coaiunity/
technical progress

Revised est. approved by
GDI. Pilot area for U&M,
repairs/fault reporting,
latrine constr'n in water-
logged soil, drainage at stand-
post, SFAs. V. active coMur.ity

Mindara
7/ifaB.ae

.•naps completed
ay IPD, pop
data added by

1992
par t i a l

539 Reviseo sst. &emg prepared
by KWH «ith SEU/TLO.
31 functioning UWCs. Housenold
latrmes/san in 1 panch. Sone
coMunity ed in 3 pancn.

Cheriyanad
1/28,000

Koipuran
1/24000

coispleted

cospleted

completed
1991

coaplete
1991

m 200

joint
funding

Revised sstiaate approved by
601. N?M nousenold latr/san 4
education activities started.

Revised estiaate approved by
BOl. Soie jointly-funded
latrines with SEU education/
participation strategy to be
built.



DATA SHEET AS OF SEPTEMBER 1991

later scheie
lo. of
isnchayats/
;cpulit'n('81

Eadapal
1/127,800

•

status of
lapping/site
selection

coapleted &
standposts
being set up

trial runs/
partial
conis'g

Dec.'91-
Mar'92

latrines
built

to be built
by 5/92

1,580 in
nen niniaun
Input prog.

Activities with cowunity/
technical progress

0AM staff sanction expected
soon. 8 active MMCs, others
being reorganized. General
health ed'n through other
agencies. Chlonnation in
1 panchayat thru NGOs. NGQ/
departaentai links. Nen
'user-friendly' standposts
being installed with
coasumty participation.

<alacherry
=/171fB0e

^neekooe I
3 56,380

coapleted

Coipleted

Jan-Mar
1992

Dec'91 2224

"1000

*10B

DIM staff sanction expected
soon. '-10 WWCs active; others
being reorganized. Denonstr n
latrines co»pj-etec. Ejp, with
prcouction low-cost bricks.
PHC staff training.
NGQ/departient links.

OiH staff sanction expected
soon, Tt»o pancn in Cheenode 1J
were selected in 'SB for
household latrsan prog, on
assunption Ch.II would be
approved. Work now winding
down in these. Health Ed thru
Health Dept/NEOs. Systenatic
work on interlinking Kith
existing scheies.
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15. A Danida-supported consultant (from the Indian Institute of
TerhnoloaVi |N)s>w Delhi) is '-e^i^wing the distribution system of the
northernschemes, with special attention to Kolacherry. The draft
report is expected soon.

16. The SEU staff is helping to deal with the problem of
interlinking existing schemes to the new Eddapal scheme.
Interestingly, this involves discussions with the community about
the elimination of some older, misplaced or redundant standposts.

17. There has been some discussion about possible institutional
support of the IPD (Investigation, Planning and Design Division)
for improved investigation and design of water schemes. This might
include, for example, the provision of good base maps, some
eauipwent and transportation. The SEUs support this initiative,
not only because this could lead to improved design for new
schemes, but also such an idea could help institutionalize design
strategies which take account of population distribution.

18. With respect to scheme design, we have the following tentative
observations based on our experience over time:

-for hi.gh density copulations along the flat seacoast (say,
above 1,30,0, people per square kilometer), it may not be
necessary to map each dwelling to obtain a 65V. to 80.*/. levels
of coverage by the water scheme. For example, the population
coverage of the Vakkom-Anjengo scheme was 6^'A to 78*/. as per
the original design. • To reach high levels of coverage (say,
90.'/ or more), good maps are still needed.

-scnemes with about 10.0.0, people per square kilometer,
particularly in hilly areas, should be mapped carefully,
including full population distribution information before
design of piped water supply.

-for low population densities (such as 60.0, to B0.0, people per
SQ.km.), piped water schemes become quite expensive per capita
or not as suitable for designs aiming at high population
coverage. If schemes are to be implemented in low-density
areas, a thorough initial mapping of roads, oaths and
population would enable costs to be saved and the level of
coverage to be objectively identified beforehand.

Site selection and standposts

19. The siting of standposts is meant to ensure access to piped
water particularly tor poor people, and determine the location ot
the standpost for ease of use, drainage and maintenance. Site
selection is largely completed except in Kundara and Pavaratty
schemes.

20.. A recent government order states that Rs 875 per annum should
be charged to the panchayat for each standpost. Thus good site
selection will mean optimum population coverage tor lowest cost.



This site selection process, as done by the SEU, has essentially
five st=Ds: (1) mapping; (2) identifying, in discussion with people
who live at the site, the best location according to fixed
£1-1 t e n s I * 3 * astH^d asvchsyst acDrovel and release of land from
the'owners, if'needed; (3) asking P,H Division about the technical
feasibility of the standposts; (*•) resiting standposts which are
not technically feasible. No matter how effective this process
might be, a challenge would be to simplify it so that it would
require less time and manpower to execute. An interesting
challenge surfaced in this reporting pieriod: With the recent
series of elections, new local leaders; have come who, in some
cases, demand that standposts (shown in the plans that have not yet
been executed) be relocated. Their complaints are dealt with by
the.SEUs in public meetings at the panchayat level where, in a
public setting, complaints are usually withdrawn,

21, A new design Tor the stanflpost is Deing used in the northern
region. This is 'user-friendly', with a large-diameter base and
higher rap-point. Experience will hopefully show that the higner
tap level will eliminate some of the vandalism of taps (since these
&r& more convenient to use). The large base will ensure Detter
drainage. The erection of this large, heavier standpost requires a
different organizational strategy. Now field organizers are
working with the community to prepare sites for the platforms and
help set the stanaposts up. Some casting i_n_ si tu may also be
organ:zed.

Tr i a 1 runs

22. SEU support for trial runs, where this has taken place, has
been limited to WWCs informing the community about the trials,
expected breakage and warning them against drinking the water. In
Vakkom-An jengo and Mala, there was some reporting -of leaks to the
local KWA office. SELKNorth) is collaborating with PH engineers in
preparing more extensive plan for trial runs which will begin in
December.

S3. Experience has shown that when spare parts are missing (such as
valves) or interlinking with older schemes has not been properly
executed, then the ability of the community to report major faults
can outrun the capacity to respond.

Household connect ions

Eh. A recent world Bank study for Kerala has suggested that as few
as 5 household connections could, under certain conditions, cross-
subsidize a standpost. Theoretically, this is equivalent to only 1
family in five having a household connection (assuming a low
coverage of 80, families per standpost). One challenge to
generating such income is the systematic and rapid implementation
of house connections. The Ward Water Committee could have an
interesting role to supoort KWA through working for the efficient
installation of .household connections. Some possible candidates for
SEU/WWC involvement in house connections are schemes which have
recently come on such as Vakkom-An jengo , Cheriyanad, Ha 1 a . Koi auram ..



Ifc.

25. It should be noted, however, that many bilateral schemes were
desianed and aoaroved on the basis of conservative assumptions
about <a> per capita use of water in house connections, (b) water
loss ir, the ooeration of the scheme and <c> institutional use of
water. Thus colleagues in the PH Division are requested to provide
guidelines about the procedure for each scheme, including the
number of household connections which are feasible. Furthermore,
at this time, water charges ere around Rs 1 Der kiloliter and
production costs may be more than twice this amount. Therefore, at
present the KWA would theoretically lose money by expanding the
proportion of household connections. Every means of support should
be given to the KWA to help raise the water tariffs.

Communi tv i nvo 1 vgmgnt i n ' U &_ M '

£6. 'U 6 M' refers to improved use and maintenance of water systems
by the community <as contrasted tc Operation and Maintenance which
is more a technical mandate for la^ge piped water systems). This
^ear saw the beginning of svstemstic fault(leak) reDorting and
activities for improved cars and maintenance around tne standDOst.
Activities were concentrated on t^= first schemes to have water.
Experience thus far indicates tn«- svstematic ^eD'orting via the
u.s'"d Wster Committees results I n ^r'e timely repairs, improves
*5 Tat ions between the community 5>"~ the KWA, and that the WWC can
sorvg 35 3 hyff er IjgtwPon t^e CDW Û71 1 tV and the KWA.

g7. Th- i -• krunr,a:u r ha scheme was selected for ,a pilot studv of 'U &
f"i' activities, even though a verv s^all scheme, because it has been
operational since 1988. In five we^ds. about 1^0. standc-ost
attendants have been selected. They are responsible for the
standpost site. WWCs transmit the fault reports to the KWA local
office. WWCs also have a monthly D<-ogramme of cleaning around the
standposts. This, and similar worl' in the Mala and Vakkom-Anjengo
schemes, have demonstrated that svstematic and accurate reporting
for the community is possible. Small stores, for example, of taps
and small nioes, should be available at the local KWA office to
enable KWA and licensed plumbers to respond to leak reports without
unnecessary effort.

EB. In Thrikkunnapuzha. ten community members (5 men and 5 women)
have recently been trained to make simple repairs at the standpost
arid have been given a tool kit. This activity is being monitored
so that we may learn from the experience. For example, it has
already been observed that the comcosition of the tool kit can be
simplified and its cost reduced. The next part of the activity in
this scheme focuseson improving drainage at the standposts with
community participation.

29. In the Mala scheme, the WWCs and SPAs prepared for KWA a report
on repairs and problems with the Jayson taps. Only one company is
now producing these 'waste-not' taps-in India and the quality is
uneven. KWA staff have been negotiating with the company about
this.



n
30,. These education and leak reporting activities are yet to start
in the areas where water has not come (such as Kundara, the three
northern schemes) and areas where very few stendposts are operating
as yet (such as 2 panchayats in the Mala scheme and part of
Nattika).

Water Commi ttges; present. and future

31. The Ward Water Committee(WWC) has been mentioned several times.
There are now 177 Ward Water Committees functioning in 22
panchayats. The WWC is a group of 7 volunteers in a ward, including
the ward member (an elected panchayat officer), members from active
ward-based institutions such as the school, PHC, women's groups,
and at least £ women. The -convener is a WWC secretary who is
selected by the group and is usually not the Ward Member. The WWC
is not completely apolitical; however, its membership usually
guarantees that all perspectives are represented.

32. The range of activities undertaken by the Ward Water Committee
are listed in Appendix 5. However, the particular activities'
undertaken by each WWC reflect the status of the water scheme, the
develoDment of the sanitation programme, specific local
environmental and health issues as well as the interests and
motivation of each group. They have been functioning more than a
year in the central region; less than a year in the south and are
being reorganized in the north. The number will increase. Their
work, which has become more systematized, will also improve. They
have reached a point where further development should not be
attempted without having a longer-term plan in mind.

33. Therefore the SELJ staff met to prepare a draft long-term plan
for WWCs. The starting point was the belief that the current high
level of action in some of the Ward Water committees is probably
not sustainable in the long run. Therefore we developed a draft
set of minimum activities which the Ward WAter Committees might be
able to undertake with minimum outside support. These are briefly
listed in Appendix 1, cage 2. Then we made a tentative plan for
longer-term sustainabi1ity which has several internal checks. This
is shown below. Comments are welcomed.

Oct-April: Review and improve work of WWCs
(1) KWA staff to visit and critically review WWC work.
Feedback to improve the work from KWA.
(2) A reporting system of WWC accomplishments (not just
activities) to be set up. Periodic reports to be given
to the KWA on these accomplishments.
(3) Review teams from Danida/RNE to be asked to examine
UWCs critically.

1 < *t) Reporting back to Coordinating Committee in spring
1992.

Mid-199E (5) Coordinating Committee to be asked to issue a note to
about.the WWCs, the reporting of leaks and so on. This
can serve as some form of recognition of the WWCs.



late '9a

begin '93

(6) Panchayat elections, once in 5 years. The SEUs must
olan how the WWCs can go through the elections keeping
their activities in tact. If this succeeds, then go to
the next step (7).

the(7) If KWA finds the WWCs useful, based on
steps, then it would sanctioning of some posts
personnel to serve as links to the community
While this is being done, KWA might request from

preceding
for

and WWCs.
donors

either a winding
the structure to

down grant or grant
other schemes.

for dissemination of

Standoost Qttendants

3^. There are more than 1,10.0. standpost attendants in IE
sanchayats. They are tap beneficiaries, usually women, who live
neat- tne standpost and are willing to be responsible for its
UDkeep, cleanliness and for some public education. There is one SPA
for a tap; and they are nominated by the Ward Water Committee. SPAs
receive half to one full day's training. In a few panchayats, for
example, in the Mala and Thrikkunnapuzha schemes, KWA staff have
themselves given training.

35. In the spring of 1992, this SPA component should be assessed
with a view to its effectiveness and sustainability, particul ar 1y
in light of the miyed experience with handpump attendants (who are
somewhat similar to S»As) in other parts of India.

Trad i t zonal water sources

36. More than 10,,0,0.0. open wells have been chlorinated in 13
oanchayats during this period. Active local groups have done the
chlorination including the WWCs, ICDS staff, youth or women's
groups, health department trainees. In view of th'e higher
incidence of serious water-related diseases at the start of the
monsoon, this is a crucial time. The challenge for the future is
to stimulate self-managed chlorination, as well as improved
cleanliness around the wells.

37. Keralites, like people elsewhere, prefer to drink water from
their open wells. It was with this in mind that the SEUs
commissioned the State Pollution Control Board to do a rapid study
af i:he bacterial quality of well water in 150, wells where the SEUs
coerate. Another purpose of the study was to check for cross-
•ollution from latrine pits to wells. No cross pollution was
identified probably because the open well water, in general, is
contaminated with fecal coliforms. There are so many possible
causes of pollution that it was not possible to isolate any
particular factor or set of factors, except for the fact that the
open wells were all polluted while the closed wells were not. This
finding is similar to that in other parts of the world. See
appendix 3 which gives a brief summary of the study.-

33. The report is about to be published. It has already attracted
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considerable attention. For example, the week after a popular
description about the study appeared in the 5EU newsletter, an
article appeared about it in the Indian Express newspaper. Initial
reaction among some professionals (who are generally unfamiliar
with literature about quality of open wells) is one of disbelief or
even shame that Kerala wells are not better. We hope to start a
campaign about this together with other agencies and NGDs. One
challenge is assuring the quality of bleaching powder.

SANITATION — LATRIINES-WITH-EDUCATION

75'/. subs idv proar ammg

'39, In total, h,557 latrines have been constructed in 12
panchayats. By the end of the year, we hope a total of 10,,0,0,0, to
12,0,0,0, will have been constructed in 20, panchayats. For the SEUs
this is not only, or even mainly, a construction programme. The
main features of this household latrine-with-education programme
are:

-There is an important education element carried out through
initial campaigns (with camps, exhibitions, films, meetings
and so on), special meetings with beneficiaries, through the
masons during the construction, through health personnel and
by the follow-up monitoring.

-The programme is carried out by the panchayat, the Ward Water
committees and community working together with the SEUs. The
strategy emphasizes community leadership and responsibility
for implementation. Without this high level of community
participation, the programme could be implemented as we have
less than 1 field staff per 20,,0.0,0, Deople. The Danchayats are
also beginning to contribute for the programme. The amounts
of their contributions are shown in the following table.

-The beneficiaries contribute 20.'/. of the cos.t of the latrine
• (with the exceDtion of H panchayats) and they dig the pits.
They usually also transport the materials. They are also
required to attend educational meetings about the use,
maintenance and construction of the latrine.

-The double-pit, pour-flush latrine is used, as recommended by
the State Sanitation Cell, and also used by the World Bank
project and recommended by CAPART.

^0.. Appendix *+ contains, an excerpt of the Sanitation Strategy which
is the basic 'map' or 'constitution' that the programme follows.
This strategy describes the roles of the community and steps of the
programme in each panchayat.

4-1. The programme faces several challenges. First, it has a strong
education and follow-up component which we find to be quite
successful. This is little recognized outside the project area.
Even some people who visit think that the clean latrines they see
must be special 'show-Dieces' presented only to visitors. However,
this is not the case.

<+2. The programme at the start-up and negotiation in a panchayat is



still too time consuming for the SEU staff. To solve this problem,
we plan to have a major in-house review in January or February to
review all the procedures and revise the sanitation strategy.

<*3. Another challenge relates- to beneficiary selection. The
programme requires a 20.% financial contribution before
construction. There are also rather strict guidelines to ensure
that this is a poverty-oriented programme. However, we still have
more beneficiaries than we have funds. Therefore the WWC and SEU
staff have the task of selecting among the potential beneficiaries.
This is time-consuming and it is unproductive time. One approach
is to keep the costs of the latrines as low as possible, given the
design so that more latrines can be built. We are working as hard
as possible to do this by using local materials. The reliance on
local materials and people explains,to a great extent, the cost
variations from one location to another. A second approach to
stretching the funds available is to change the design. We are now
doing relative costing on a single-pit latrine, although this is
not the model advocated by 601, tne State Sanitation Leil or the
World Bank in Kerala. Another approach is to reduce the features
of the latrine which are subsidized. For example, the
beneficiaries could be made responsible for the door and roof. Or a
cheaper pan could be used. This is highly unpopular in the
panchayats since other programmes (albeit with less coverage)
provide the whole facility. Building the facility only to plinth
level has been suggested; however, that was tried in the 1950.S and
failed. Furthermore, we find that building only to the plinth
level would require much more staff time to manage the programme at
the local level so as to ensure that the superstructure is build.
It was on this point of local management and sustainabi1ity of the
field staff that the earlier programmes did not succeed. Therefore
we have ""ejected this idea. A comD lementary approach would be to
have state donations, as in Tamil Nadu which has a strong State
policy for low-cost sanitation. This is, indeed, perhaps overdue
in Kerala.

4-̂ . The problem of having to select among beneficiaries is, at
root, a question of sustainabi1ity given limited financial
resources. The preceding paragraph should show that we are
treating this issue very seriously. This issue will, of course, be
dealt with in subsequent reports.
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CONSTRUCTION: 75'/. SUBSIDY LATRINE-WITH-EDUCATION PROGRAMME

SCHEME PANCHAYAT

HALA Mala

Vellanoalore

Puthenchira

Poyya

NATTIKA
Vellapad

Kaipanangalani

Edathururthy

Engandjyoor

VAKK(W-ANJENSO
ftnjengo

VakkoiR

Kizhuvilam

CHESIYANAD

THRIKKUNNAPUZHA

KUNDARA
Kundara

KDU«:H£RRY
ttayyil

Kuttiator

Hundsri

CKE9CODE
feroke

Raoianattakara

•

BUILT
BEFORE
1991

1188

50,0.

50,0,

50A

5CA

1163

1061

LAST 6
MONTHS

245

10.0,

65

146

89

NEXT
6
MONTH

1255

750.

750,

650,

50A

.500,

50.0,

50,0,

425

650.

20A

854

61

50A

50,0,

50,0,

180,

COST
RUPEES

1520,

1650L.

1520,

IBM,

190,0,

197a

1850,

1940.

1920,

20,7a

195a

220A-
240a

20/>5

1984

BENEFICIARY
CONTRIBUTION
Rs. aax + pit

dioaino

isa + 2sa

37a

£50. + 250.

38a

40A

475

360,

50,0,

375

40.0,

PANCHAYAT
CONTRIBUTION

i25,aaa

35,0.0.0,

25,aaa

5c..o,ac,

13. WA

15.MA

20..0.0A

50A

15.O0A
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Stud ies and invest iaations

*t5. Two staff papers were completed during this period. In the
northern region Mr. Isac John completed a study of the leaching of
latrine pits. It shows, for a small sample, that given our current
design, latrines can still support relatively high loads (in this
case up to IS family members) after more than 3 1/2 years of use
without having to be emptied. The deposit in the leacn pit is
friable and easy to dig out.

*+6. In the southern region, Mr. George Varghese completed a study
to compare the design, acceptability and costs of 9 latrine models.
Costs were also compared for different soil conditions. One of the
areas, Thrikkunnapuzha, is typical some of the water-logged Darts
OT Kerala. i-or c m s area, tne aeptn OT pix ana oxner aesign
features were reviewed with representatives from Sulabh
International and Bandhigram. A consultancy was undertaken by the
Socio-Economic Research Council of Kerala to investigate the
beneficiary contribution and subsidy system used in the SEU
programme. This study was not carefully executed (for example,
sampling procedures did not follow the pre-agreed plan). Although
flawed, the study still presents some useful points for discussion
within the SEUs.

Minimum Input Programme- ' MIP'

W7. There is a relatively high demand for latrines, at least in
most of the areas where the SEUs work. This seems to be due to
several factors, only one of which may be health-related
motivation. First, there is a long history of public involvement in
latrine construction, dating from the 1950.S. Field workers find
that the latrine is desired particularly by women for whom it
affords privacy. In a recent report it also stated that the
latrine raises, or is perceived to raise, property value. Because
of the relatively strong demand, SEU(noth) has decided to
experiement with a low-subsidy ('Minimum Input') system in the
Eddapal scheme.

^8. This would be a complement to the existing high-subsidy
programme as the Minimum Input Programme (MIP) has higher income
limits for beneficiaries (about Rs. It!,0.0,0, per annum versus Ks.
6,0,0,0, in the high subsidy programme). In the Minimum Input
programme, a subsidy of Rs 650, would be provided in the form of
hardware (trap, pan, and so on). The local masons would be trained.
Education activities carried out by SEU with the Ward Water
Committees. The theme of the programme is: "Build your own latrine
for about Rs 2,0.0.0,". The 'MIP1 programme will be followed by a
higher subsidy programme; although it is hoped that some of the
prospective beneficiaries of the high subsidy programme will be
picked up by this programme beforehand. Several' people have told
us that this 'MIP' approach will not work. However the initial
response at the introductory meetings has been good.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING

^9. Education and training activities, with community participation
are central to the SEU programme. All are so tightly linked into
the programme that it is often difficult to describe them
separately. Both are the petrol which fuel the programme.
Examples are the training and education activities in the household
sanitation programme:

Informal but important training takes place during the initial
negotiation with the panchayat personnel leading to a contract
which includes the sanitation strategy.

During the 2 to 3 month preparatory stage, sanitation
mobilization in organized, usually by the WWC with the Field
Organizer, This includes filmshows, the recording made of the
street drama, exhibitions, general meetings and so on.
Emphasis is given to linking water with sanitation. Criteria
for beneficiary selection arm also spelled out at the
meet i ngs.

There are three organized classes for beneficiaries. This
deals with technical aspects with the help of drawings,
dangers of open air defecation, use and maintenance of the
latrine. DarticiDation and cost.

Masons a.re trained, not only in construction out in how to
communicate about maintenance and health asDects.

In the southern region, women were trained to construct
certain parts of the latrine--in a mason's training pr-ogramme
meant to raise their income. In the central region a few
women who wers trained earlier by the SEU are working
independently as masons in the Valappad Danchavat sanitation
programme. Twenty-five women are now going for a course in
masonry by Costford. an NGO. They will also be trained in
simple brick making and cement block production.

The SEU office superintendent in the southern region provides
short training to oanchayat Dersonnel in budgeting and
accounting for the programme.

The follow-uo monitoring of latrines, after comDletion of the
programme is undertaken by WWCs or other peoDle in the
panchayat. This is, of course, a monitoring effort, however,
it also seems to be an effective continuation of the education
work for good use and#maintenance of latrines.

50>. The last, interim report (January to June 1991) dealt
extensively with health education. There are a few elements of
that report which are updated in the fol lowing, paragraphs.
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51. In four panchavats of the Mala scheme where their are few other
collaborating groups (such as ICDS), attention is given to women's
clubs. Meetings and training are conducted to stimulate their
involvement in SEU activities. These clubs have started model
vegetable gardens with the help of the SEU and agriculture
deoartment.

52. There are now ^6 school health clubs, active in 11 panchayats.
One to 2 teachers are in charge of the clubs with 2 student leaders
and a WWC member. The programme is meant to promote hygiene habits
among all the students in the school. The school health programme
is becoming richer as the range of activities exDands. During the
oast couole of months, these new activities have included: a
'Footwear for all' cambaign undertaken with the Parent-Teachers
g>-ouD, a 'Clean UD our shooaing street' activity which involved
local snap keeners. SEU has also recently given training to
teachers who lead the clubs. Steos are now being taken to orint the
school health book. The Education Decartment is also being
consulted about this.

53. An orientation workshon was held for primarv health centre
staff o* three panchayats in the Kolacnerry scheme. More such •
arograrnmes have been requested, esnecially to helo thee personnel
conduct similar activities related to water and sanitation.

5^. The list of organizations with whom SEUs collaborate in the
programme is now rather lo<->g, including: ICDS. PHC , NS5 , mahila
smajom. balawadi/anganwadis. schools, local clubs, blocks, nirmithi
kendra and so on. The tyoes of collaboration as almost as varied.
This is largely determined by the particular groups which ar-<3
locally active and the status of the water/sanitat ion programme.
In addition, during this resorting period. SEU staff have given
classes far block staff, for local organizations, for the State
Institute for Rural Development and have spoken several times on
AIR. These links are sanctioned at the State level.
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PERSONNEL, STAFF TRAINING

55..The joint Danish-Dutch Review Mission of 1°99 had suggested
that one field worker be assigned to each panchayat. There are,
however. 73 panchavats in the bilateral schemes, each with a
population of 20.,0,0,0, to 25,0,0.0.. We have decided to limit the
number to ,1 temporary field organizer for every two tc three
panchayats. During this period new field organizers joined the
northern unit and two were added to the central unit for work in
the Pavaratty scheme. With a total complement of 23 temporary
field organizers and one new programme associate about to be hired
to organize the activities in the large Pavaratty scheme, we do not
expect that the staff will grow in the future.

56. Each of the 11 professional staff of the SEUs has had an
opportunity to undertake one training programme either related to
management or particiDatory training. One of the leaders of the
participatory training orogramme held by PRIA has also worked with
the whole SEU team on two occasions. The first was to help staff
olan a highly oarticicatory training activity for 6 Ward Water
Committees. This was a good experience in applying what had been
learned. Then he returned to help us develop lonc-ter" planning for
the i.j3rd Water* Committees. The results of the traini": anc visits
have been grstifving, leeding to imoroved training and
communication methods in our work. The field organizers visited the
RLJHSA project in Tamil Nadu during this oerioc: however the
experience was of limited value.

57. The Danish organization, Denconsult, undsrfco^ ar evaluation of
sli the drinking wate1" projects in Inaia at the "9aue = t o* DANIDA,
Extensive comment to their d'-aft report were prepared bv the STA
and SEA.

58. This vear there have been several serious staff illnesses and
ace idents.

59. As agreed between the Netherlands and Danish Embassies, all SEU
staff will fallow the rules and regulations as formulated by
DANIDA.

60,. One theme which has not been dealt with in this report is
inter-agency collaboration at the state-level. This will be dealt
with in the next reoort, particularly as changes in the state
government are taking effect rapidly.
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FTNANCE

Expend! tures &. Budget

1. As the following pages show, the SEUs underspent against their
planned budgets. This is shown on the next three pages, giving the
percentage of expenditure against budget. Because of this, the budget
for the last 6 months (1 October 1991 - 31 March 1992) has been
revised. The revised budget appears, with this request for approval,
on the fourth and fifth financial page.

2. The SEUs spent only 18% of their budget during the first six
months of the year. The reasons are:

a. For the Co-ordinating Office which spent only 39% of its
budgeted amount, the main savings were because the
collaborative work with the State Sanitation Cell has been
delayed. The PASSS payments have been made under line item
2.4 (Inter-Agency Collaboration) rather than 1.2
(Traditional Sources).

b. SEU (North) expended only 15%, SEU (Central) only 16% and
SEU (South) 14% of their annual budget in the first half of
the year. Much of this, for the sanitation programme in
particular was due to the unexpected elections followed
immediately by the monsoon season, as well as the delay in
the finalisation of the side letter. The sanitation
activities in all three units are now picking up.

c. The planned activities related to traditional sources
included the development of wells/springs where piped water
can not reach. This has not been initiated and as the
revised budgets show, we will not be undertaking this now.
Some small funds remain under the line item (1.2 Traditional
Sources) for the wells chlorination/c1ean-up campaign.

d. There were unexpected savings in the three units for item 3
(Hygiene Education). This reflects some over budgetting,
some delay in field activities but, more importantly, a
decision to limit the volume of new printed material and to
share costs for activities with the community. This item has
also been reduced in the revised budget.

e. The line item for Training and Orientation (item 5) shows
major unspent amounts. This was once again due to the slow-
down in field activities and the heavy monsoon. This item
has been cut back in the revised budget

3. We hope that the revised budget is more rea
please note that the SEUs have not, until the advent of this new
accounting system, and the more regular payment procedures from RNE,
been stimulated to budget accurately. This six month budget might
still be off target; however it should be more realistic than in the
past. By next year, the budgeting will be more accurately targeted,
barring unforseen external factors.

4. Unfortunately, manpower costs (line items 7) amounted to 36% of
the total expenditure for the first six months of this year and we ai
for a proportion of around 20% to 25% in the next six months.

istic. However,



5. Line item 8.1 (Office Equipment) for SEU North budget for the
next six months includes a computer for use by the STA, as approved by
Danida.

6. During the reporting period all Units have started using the BOS
(Business Operating Software) system for accounting. This has required
considerable time, energy and training of staff. There were financial
implications as we had to purchase three computers to operate thhe
system.

7. At the same time the account codes for the project have been
revised in line with the budget shown in the SEU Plan of Operation
(1990-1992). Ue have also developed a new set of internal control
procedures which to a large extent codify existing procedures.

8. The Office Superintendents/Finance Officers saw their work, and
their range of responsibility expand during this period. The four
Officers attended a Danida - sponsored accounts seminar. The Unit
Officers have been more heavily involved in the sanitation programme.
The Office Superintendent in the Southern Unit has developed a
training programme for Panchayat Officers in the financial management
of funds.

REVISED BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1991 -1992

The following table shows, in the first row, the original year's
(1991-92) budget as approved in the Plan of Implementation. The second
row shows the sum of revised budget for the last six months of the
year plus the expenditures made during the first six months. (In other
words, the second row shows the revised budget figure for the whole
year). Numbers are shown in thousands (Rs 000).

I I Co-Office | SEU CN) J SEU (C) | SEU (S) I
I j j , + j 3
! Original Budget | 3081.00 I 5664.00 | 8151.00 | 5969.00 !
I . -H 1 h + +
I Revised Budget | 2838.40 I 4825.00 I 6031.66 | 5023.00 j
1 .. I ii M ii *• ' in i i i I J _ I ,. i _ U . ' . J I I I » I • '•

FUNDS REQUEST FOR 1. October 1991 ^ 31. March 1992

1. As of 1 October, Danida will provide one-third of the funds for
the Co-ordinating Office. This amounts to Rs.546000/= representing one
third of the CO budget for the period 1 October 1991 to 31 March 1992.
We are requesting via this report, one half of that amount that is
Rs.273000/= to be transferred to the Co-ordinating Office via the SEU
(North).

2. The total amount currently held of Netherlands donations is
Rs.5216768.77 The'budget for this six months period amounts to
Rs.9990463.00 (which is the sum of SEU (Central), SEU (South) and two
thirds of Co-ordinating Office budgets). We do not require
replenishment until the end of December. A separate request will be
sent to RNE in mid-November.

3. The Statement showing the current financial position is attached
at the end of this financial Statements/budgets.



SOCIO-ECONOMIC UNITS, KERALA

Statement of axcansas for 5 ntc^tN period conoarta with budg*t (April 1991 to A&rtl 193'2;

Piriod: 1 April 1991 - 1 October 1931

SEUs

1 DESCRIPTION

li.V/ATES RELATED AC7!V!TiE3
|1.1 Sit* Selection

1.2.Trcditiono! Sourcis

12.1 Household Latrines

2.2.lnst:tutianai Latrines

j 2.3.En vmntl Sanitation

}2.4.!r.t*r-Agir.=y Cwl.'abr..

|3.HYG:ENEE:'J=AT;-:J

STRAINING i ORIENTATION

6.PUBL:CATON3ICOCMENTATN

T.MANPOWER

7.1 LocStoff Permanent
7.2.Loc.Staff Temporary
7.3.Work contractid

7.4.LaC.Consuha«.

».CAF!TAL COSTS

18.1.Office Eauiornent
8.2.Vthi=i.s

8.3 Furnitures
8.4.Tfansport/lnsuron«

9.OPERAT1CNAL EXPENSES

9.1.Office Accommodation

9.2.OiM CfRcs Equiprr.mt
9.3.O&M Vehicles
0.4.Cffict Co***
9.5.Travel it Accommodation

GRAND TOTAL

Budget
j 91-32

I
102.50
ccn rn

1226000
340.CC

350.00

30E.ee

12CCCQ

241.ce

663.CC

S85.C0

2258.00

7w..w-

179.00
177.C0

421.00

155.00

27.CC

63.00

92.00

352.00
612.00

409.00

22865.50

1 Expenses
|to 1 Cct

| 18.74

! e.eo

I 877.96

1.51
0.00

"32.27

39C.31

S3 37

67.£7

153.32

1098.11

242.42

167.68
13.24

183 81

1E3.23

23.70
7.73

16.13

46 S7

141.35
252.35

119.12

4202.25

exp

i ie»/c

| 7»/«

Balance
for 91-92

I 83.76
! S r C C n

11382.04

333.73

CVof 350.00

33 Vo

10»/»

26V«

49»/o

32'/s

94«/«
7%

29Vo

26%

41V«

29»/«

18Vo(

— - • • -

809.63

187 13

E97.33

431.63

1159.89

514.33
11.32

163.76

232.19

32S.77

131.30
19.21

46.87

4S.C3

210.65
3E3.es

289.88

18663.25

Not*: Budget figures for 1991 - 92 arc those appearing in the annual

Plan of Implementation approved for 1 April 1991. The budget for the last

6 months of the year is, however, now revised. See the following pages.



SOCIO-ECONOMIC UNfTS, KERALA
Statement of expenses for 6 month period compored with budget (April 1991 to April 1992)

Period: 1 April 1 9 9 1 - 1 October 1991

(DESCRIPTION
I
1
1
J1.WATER RELATED ACTIVITIES

11.1.Site Selection

1,2.Traditional Ssurcis
i
1
j 2.SANITATION

12.1 Household Latrines

.2 ' Insllimiofiz! ' at.'i/iis

12 3.Envmntl.Sanitation

l^.-...r.,». «3»r.v ; w_..i»w.'..

1

{4.STUDIES & MONITORING
j

JS.TRAINING & ORIENTATION
i
|

JB.PL'5L:=ATCr;«C2CMEr;TATN
1

j 1 .tviMt *. w i/»wrv

17.1 Lee.Staff Permanent

j7.2.Lec.Staff Temporary

'7.3.Work contracted

J7.4.L5C.Consuitar.«s
I
!
!o .~tC'T«l . " f .Bre
|V'W^< II Ah WW j l j
18.1 .Off'c« Equipment

jS.2.Vehi=ifis

•8.3. Furnitures
Ifl 1 T,.,,,.,rt||,, _, j
l - ~ ' - . - . — (
1 . 1

js.CFERATJONAL EXPENSES j
! 9.1.Office Accommodation |

[9.2.C&M Ctfci Esppmtnt j

9.3.OiM Vehicles i

|3.4.Cffici Costs J

9.5Travel&Accommoc(at!on I

!
GRAND TOTAL I

I

Budget

91-92

35.00

2S0.C0

0.00

O.CO

0.00
Ktnn

£25.00

14S.00

SC.03

?sn nn

410.00

25.00

0.00

20.00

161.00

c.co
5 00

0 00

20.00
tz n*
Uw/.JU j

70.00 !

95.00
I

3081.00 I

Office

I Expenses

to 1 Cct

0.00

G.00

I
0.00

0.00

0.00

343 72

30.43

O.CO

c c •?"

219.31

w.ww

14.65

12.75

125.67

O.CO

4.01 I

« - , I
. . . . I

I

j
3.82 i

* n a < '
. w - v - j
2938 I

117 CD ''

36.91 i

1193.40 I

%

Cxp

(

0 %

ov»
I

!
j

J * * A
AAA

ww,w

21»,i

54%

0%
AAA |

14Ve

78%

80%
^ * !

1
1
1
j

19%)

42%j

5 c - ;

39%i
I
l_

39%!

Balance

for 91-92

35.00
260.00

000
n nn

0.00

302 73

231.22

114.51

90.00

oe < si

190.19
25.00

-14.65

77.25

35.33
COO

0.99

-1.72

I
16.18
24.15

40.52 |

•* w . ww 1

53.09 j

1682.60 I

I

| Budget

31-92

10.00
145.00

Ii
I
I 2950.00
I <an nn
I

200.00ft m
w. w

175 OC

30.00

125.C0

648.00

222.00

50.00'

50.00

50.00
200.00

50.00 |
n m 1
— "

13.00
2S.C0

72.00 |
< sr. nr. I

• " " • |

154.00

S654.CO I

Calicut

| Expenses

j to 1 Oct

I

5.51

0.00

I 209.46
! n of

** • * * w

0.00

0 Cw

; . . , :

12.64

3.57

35 -0

297.14

95.62

23.17

O.CO

0.68
0.00
2.71 |
n m !

!

6.90

2C.33

43.73 |

52.04 |

3.34 j

845.32 I

%

exp

55%

C%

7%

W / V

0%
A**

i 9V:

42 V*

7Vi>

46%
43%

46%i

" 1

1 % |

0%i
5%i !

*AA !
• I

!

I
j

38%!

81*1
68%^

3 °- '/;•

2%)

!
ISVoi

Balance

for 91-92

4.49

145.C0

I

2740 54
4 70 TC

200.00
fi rn- .—

152.22 |

17.36

116.43

n » en I|

I

350.85
126.33

26.83
en no
ww . WW i

I

49.32
200.C0

47.29
n r.rv !
- " • I

!
(

11.10 i

4.67 I

23.22 I

S0.9S J
150.66 I

4317.68 !

Notj: 1 BLiaoat figures for 1991 - 92 are those appealing in the ennual

Cicin of Irnplernentatiori approveci for 1 April 1991. The budget for the lait

6 i-onths of the year is, howavir, now revised. See the following paaes

2 * * * mcars deficit or 'terns net budgeted for.



SOCIO-ECONOMIC UNITS, KERALA
Statement of expenses for 5 month period compared with budget (April 1991 to April 1992)

DESCRIPTION

1.WATER RELATED ACTIVITIES
1.1.Sit* Selection
1.2.Traditional Sources

2.SANITATI0N
2.1 .Household Latrines
2.2.1nst!tutional Latrines
2.3.Envmft11 Sanitation

2.4Ji.t«f-A f l«i>cy Cc!!5fcn.

3.HYSIENE EDUCATION

4.STUD!ESi MONITORING

STRAINING S. ORIENTATION

CPUBLICATONiDOCMENTATN

I
7.MANP0WER

|7.1 Loc.Staff Permanent
7.2.Loc.Staff Temporary
7.3.Work contracted
7.4.Loc.Consultants

S.CAPITAL COSTS

18.1 C"-ce Equipment
S.S.Vehisiis

!8.3.Purnitures
6.4.Tran sport/I r.su r an ci

9.1.Office Accommodation
9.2.OiM Offici Equipmir,!
9.3.O&M Vehicles
9.4.Office Costs
9.5.Trave I & Accommodation

GRAND TOTAL

Period:

Budget
91-92

7.50
45.00

4310.00
£0.00
50.00
25.00

100.00

20.00

150.00

2S.00

550.00
210.00

84.00
12.00

10.00
ES.32
u.uu
2.00

I

0.00
12.00
60.00

102.00
60.00

5969.50

1 April 1 9 9 1 - 1 October 1991

SOUTH
Quilon

Expenses
to 1 Oct

1.79
0.00

266.64
0.96
0.00
O.CO

3.19

4.45

38.25

1.54

-

290 38
53.51
82.50

0.49

O.CO
' 4n

0.00
£.39

0.32
2.36

33.25
31.36
29.70

856.00

4*
exp

24%

0°/s

6%

2»/o

0%

8»/o

15*

26Vo

e«

53»/o
2SVo
98%

cv»

AAA

120%

2S»/c

55Vo
31Vo
SOVo

14°/«i

Balance
for 91-92

5.71
45.00

4043.36
59.04
50.00
25.00

91.81

25,54

111.74

23.46

259.62
151.49

1.50
11.51

10.00
53.50

0.00
-0 .39

-0 .32
S.54

26.75
70.14
30.30

5113.50

Budget
91-92

50.00
100.00

5000.00
100.00
100.00
25.00

300.00

se.co

300.00

50.00

650.00
300.00

45.00
25.00

200.00
30C.C5
100.00
25.00

25.00

20 00
150.00
15C.O0
100.CO

3151.00 !

CENTRAL
Trichur

Expenses
to 1 Oct

11.44
O.CO

401.86
0.00
0.00

0.00

22.62

£.23

20.84

20.02

290.78
53.29
47.36

O.CO

62.46
15? S3 '

16.98
3.63

5.09 |
12.44 j
29.94
44.45
49.17

1301.53 I

%

exp

23«/«

OV:

8V0

QVa

OVo

OV;

8»/e

17«,

7W

40V,

45%

23«/c

1O5Vo

OVv

31°^

sew

1SW

2O»/o

E2»/jj
20V<j
30V»
49M

16W

Balance
for 91-92

38,56
100.00

4598.14
100.00
100.00

23,00

277.33

29.72

279.15

29.93

359.22
211.71

-2.36
25.00

137.54
132.17
83.02
21.32

19.91
7.55

120.06
1CS.ES

50.83

6349.47

Note: 1 Budget figures for 1991 - 92 are those appearing in the annual
Plan of Implementation approved for 1 April 1991. The budget for the last
6 months of the year is, however, now revised. See the fol lowing pages.

2 . * * * means deficit or items n^t budgeted for.



j oa«o.E«iNauio UNITS KEDALJI
IRtvised budget for the Period: 1 October 1991 - 1 April 1991

Co-ordn.

Offict

SOUTH

Quilort

CENTRAL

Trichur

NORTH.

Calicut

ALL

SEUs

DESCRIPTION

1 .WATER RELATED ACTIVITIES

1.1 Site Selection

1.2Traditional Sources

Total

2.5AiNiTATiGN

2.1 Household Latrine*

2-2-fnstitutionaf Latrints

2.3.En vmntl .Sanitation

2.4.in(er-Agcncy Collabn.

Total

3.HYGIENE EDUCATION

4 STUDIES i MONITORING

5.TRAINING & ORIENTATION

6 PUBUCATON&DOCMENTATION

7.MANP0WER

7.1 .Loc.Staff Permanent

7,2. Loc.Stc* Temporary

?.3.Wor« contracted

4.Loc Consultants

Total

8.CAPITAL CCSTS

6.1.Office Equipment

2V*hiclef

S.S.rurnitures

8.4.Trar sport/insurance

is.OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

s.i.Cr'fice AccorTimoaation

9.2.O&M Off--:* Equipment

J9.3.OiM Vehicles

! Cssts

To*al

0

0

0

300,000

300,000

280,000

75,000

90,000

275,000

255,000
25,000
20,000
40,000

340,000

55,000
0

5,COO

45,000

Amounts
In Indian Rupees

I

1S,00G"
25,000
40,000
S£.Q?0
60,uuu

J35.GGG

5,000
45,000

50,000

3,000,000
59,000
50,000
50,000

3,159,000

31,000
25,000
111,000
23,000

310,000
35,000
127,000
10,000

482,000

20,000
30,000
10..000

0

60,000

10,000
6,000

50,000 j
70,000 j
30.000 i

15,000
0

15,000

3,400,000
400,000
50,000
75,000

3,325,000

50,000
50,000
75,000
30,000

275,000
35,000

130
10,000

320,130

10,000
0

5,00C

65,000

20,000
10,002 |
60,000 i

16o,0G0 j iuu.OGu

2,000
20,000

22,000

2,250,000
36,000
60,000

0

2,346,000

117,000
18,000

135,000
90,000

362,000
109,000
120,000
15,000

606,000

160,000
200,000

0

339,000

I

8,000
57,000

I

22,000
65,000

37,000

8,650,000
495,000
160,000
425,000

9,730,000

535,000

168,000

411,000

418,000

I

1,202,000

204,000

267,130

75,000

1,748,130

225,000
230;000
3i,uuO
10,000

559,000

54,COG

49,000

207,000

3-12,000
235,000

557,G00

J '5*AINDTOTAL i 1,640,000 J 4,l57,000j 4,730,130 | 5,979,000



SOaO-ECONOMlC UNITS KERALA
STATEMENT SHOWING CURRENT FINANCIAL POSITION

I RECEIPTS:
I
I
Bank/Cash balance
as at 1 April 1931

Instalments ,'icsived
from RNE/DANIDA:
(1 April 31 -1 C « « t ' 91)

i

transferred

from C0-offic« to units-

2091202.30

•471S24C.00

10S354SS6

123548.00

727355.61

1006962.50

728482.60

752GG0.00

4950.00

Bank interest received:

TOTAL RECEIPTS:

EXPENSES:

Transfer to SEUnita;

April - October

Expenses April -October

Balance in hand:

I
70753.00

683013550

1135450.50

1198400.00

4546335.40

1217193.26

856000.00

237645 26

1734318.11

1301530.00

432788.11

1485432.60

846010.00

633422.60

I
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LONG-TERM STRATEGY FOR INSTITUTIONALIZATION

(3) DESIGN OF
5 D P E 5
KWA-IPD

\

(5JMINIMUM INPUT
LATRINE-WITH-
• EDUCATION
privatization

(6)LATRINE-HITH-
EDUCATION
(hiah subsidv)
Panchayats, Rural
Dev't Dept.

\

\

(3)US£ I MAINTENANCE
v y

\

\
(^TRADITIONAL
HATER SOURCES

privatize

\ \

\ \

\ \

/

(1) HARD HATER COMMITTEES
KHA

(71SCH00LS,
COLLABORATORS,
ENVIRONMENT
Depts of Health
ICDS, Education,

' Collectorate

Note: Iteis above should be read as folios: (g)USE k MAINTENANCE ieans that the use and oaintenance
activities will, it is hoped be institutionalized or sustained, tn the long-tern by ;he KUA.

The iteas numbered 1 to 7) above are described in the following pages numbered 1 to 7.
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<1> WARD WATER COMMITTEES

Note: The ward has about 20.0.0. to 250.0, people. The Ward Water
Committee is composed of 7 people: the elected ward member (who is
part of the panchayat government), at least S women, at least S
staff of agencies active in the ward such as school teachers, ICDS
staflf, etc.

CURRENT SITUATION:
There is one Field organizer, a temporary staff member for about 10.
WWCs. The WWCs which are functioning tend to have high activity
rates, although the quality of their work is variable. WWCs are in
charge of 'use and maintenance' activities, household sanitation
(latrine) programme and many educational activities. Some
engineers that work at the scheme level like the WWCs. For many,
however, it is not yet well known and perhaps threatening as 'the
community1 can be perceived as being threatening.

DESIRED SITUATION:
1. ComDletion of large-scale sanitation programme with the
WWCs/panchayat planning and undertaking most of the work.
£. Self-sustaining WWCs in bilateral schemes with 12 functions:
(1) accurate leak reporting, (2) cleanliness and improving
conditions around the standposts, (3) education with the standpost
attendants against water misuse/vandalism of taos. (^)knowledge of
the site selection process, (5)knowledge of well chlorination, (6)
organizing household connections. (7)advocating for household
latrines and sound knowledge of construction, (B> organizing school
latr-ines. < 9 > personal hygiene education, (10.) Dart ic lpat ion in
epidemic control, (11) collaboration with other departments. (12)
participation in locally relevant meetings. To support the WWCs,
and ensure their value, some posts should be set up in the KWA (see
next page >.

A minimum systematic training strategy is to be developed for the
WWCs. 'Use & Maintenance' and sanitation programmes, similarly,
need to be refined (see items 2 and 6 following about this).
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(2> USE AND MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

CURRENT STATUS:
These activities were approved on a pilot basis
Coordinating Committee. They are not, however,
of the KWA staff.

by the KWA
we 11 known to most

DESIRED STATUS:
Official recognition of the work of the WWCs for leak and some
quality reporting, small repairs, systematic installation of
household connections and perhaps activities related to revenue

STRATEGY;

Oct-ADri1: Review and improve work of WWCs
(1) KWA staff to visit and critically review WWC work
Feedback to improve the work from KWA.
(£> A reporting svstem of -WWC accomplishments (not
activities) to be set UD. Periodic reports to be
to the KWA on these accomplishments.
(3) Review teams from Danida/RNE to be asked
WWCs critically.
(U) Reporting back to Coordinating Committee in soring
1992.

just
g i ven

to examine

late 'OP

(5) Coordinating Committee to be asked to issue a note to
about the WWCs, the reporting of leaks and so on. This
can serve as some form of recognition of the WWCs.

(6) Panchavat elections, once in 5 years. The SEUs must
Dlan how the WWCs can go through the elections keeping
th = iT- activities in tact. If this succeeds, then go to
the next steD < 7).

begin '93 (7) If KWA finds the WWCs useful, based on the preceding
steps, then it would sanctioning of some posts for
personnel to serve as links to the community and WWCs.
While this is being done, KWA might request from donors
either a winding down grant or grant for dissemination of
the structure to other schemes.
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(3) DESIGN DF WATER SCHEMES

CURRENT SITUATION:
KWA does not want more revised estimates. Base maps, available to
KWA to design new schemes, are not very good. New schemes, outside
some bilaterals, are designed with distribution nets to follow some
roads. Contractors put up standposts without many guidelines.

DESIRED SITUATION:
All schemes should be designed with a view to where people live.
Standposts should be located carefully with the community to ensure
maximum population coverage and pay-back by local authorities.

STRATEGY:

A: SCHEME DESIGN
- meetings with IPD and PH Divisions. elimination of roads in
Kundara having insufficient population (allowing EO.V; for
population growth)
- completion of panchayats 5/6 Pavaratty on the basis of
population distribution to save costs given the lower
population density.
- solve problem of availability of base maps (Land USE and
Survey of Indis)
- solve computer application problem (for population coverage)

B: SITE SELECTION
— 7
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(5) MINIMUM INPUT LATRINE-WITH-EDUCATIDN PROGRAMME

PRESENT SITUATION: i
Growing interest in household latrines. Many families in upper
poor and middle economic groups not aware they can construct
latrines with local materials and local masons for about Rs 2,0.0.0,.

DESIRED SITUATION:
Widespread construction and use of household latrines with trained
masons.

STRATEGY:
By June 1993- try out the programme in Eddapal scheme. Income ceil
ing of Rs. l*t,0.0.0, o>- Rs 15.0.0.0, to be checked. Low subsidy of Rs
650 rupees with SEU motivation/education inputs. (5 Danchayats).

- Check to develop, if possible a local source for ceramic
Dans. Review and develop on the Eddapal experience.

Bv March '92- Do Dac^sge for/with rural development department
for self-manaoed construction and masons.

<&) LATRINE-WITH-EDUCATION PROGRAMME (low-cost household
sanitation, High subsidy)

By Feb '92- Review sanitation strategy with staff. Simplify, focus
on limiting senior staff input for self-planned, executed,
panchayat-financed programme.

By Dec'92- See if collaboration with Rural Development Dept.
feasible. Arrange visit to Periyar/from Periyar. Visit World
Bank sites.
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VISITORS, MAJOR MEETINGS AND STAFF TRAINING

April-September 1991

Co-ordinating Committee Meeting at KWA/HQ on 8th April and
11th July, 1991.

Mr. Lars Lund, Mr.Dilip Fouzdar, and Mr.Bjorn Kalmer Hansen from
Danida Mission, New Delhi.

Mr.Peter Flik (First Secretary - Water and Sanitation) and Ms.Maaike
van Vliet (First Secretary - Women in Development).

Programme Officers from each unit participated in the participatory
training workshops for training of trainers conducted by PRIA (Participatory
Research in Asia) for one week each in April and September, at
Bangalore and Udaipur, respectively.

State Pollution Control Board completed field work for a study on
bacterial quality of well water among 150 wells in Kerala..

Heads of SEUs North and Central Units participated in the training
programme on management for sustainabllity of rural water supply
and sanitation programmes, organised by IRC and MDF in The Netherlands
from April 2-28, 1991.

The SEU Review Meetings were held on 8-10 April in Kozhikode and
23-24 September 1991 in Trissur.

Ms.Kathleen Shordt, Socio-Economic Advisor visited Bangladesh in
connection with a consultancy for reviewing the non-formal primary
education programme and Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee's
(BRAC) overall training capacity during 19th April to 17th May, 1991.

Mr.Theo Haagsma, Technical Liaison Officer, Netherlands Supported
Projects joined the KWA on 8 May, 1991.

Mr.Vasudevan Namboodiri, Mr.CG.Jayaram, Mr.P.K.Vijayakumar, and
Mr.P.Harish Kumar, Office Superintendents of the SEUs, participated
in the three day Accounts Seminar 1991 at Bangalore during 9-11 May
organised by the DANIDA Mission.
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Mr. K.Padmanabhan Nair, Managing Director, Kerala Water Authority,
attended the 18th International Water Supply Congress and Exhibition
in Copenhagen during 25-31 May 1991. On his way back he visited
the International Reference Centre for Water and Sanitation, (IRC)
and the DGIS at Hague as advised by the Netherlands Government.

The Field Organisers (14) from the three SEU Regional Offices were
sent for an orientation training organised by the RUHSA Department,
Christian Medical College, Vellore during 17-26 June 1991.

Messrs. Kazem Ghaffari - Nik, Mohammed Hassan Gheitassi Nasser
Zeidabadi Jejad, Allahgholi-Sirami Gargari, Ebraham Sanadgol, Gholmreza
Norouzkham Public Health Engineers from Iran visited Kerala during
their WHO study tour programme from 25th June to 3rd July 1991.

Dr.Ramadevi, Consultant for review of distribution network and hardware
components of the Danida funded schemes was present for a week.

Socio-Economic Research Council completed a study of household latrine
programme, especially coverage and cost aspects in 3 panchayats.

Mr.Peter van der Werff and Mr.Joop van Linden, Institute of Environmental
Studies, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, visited Kerala from 4-10 September
in connection with a project on people's perception on environmental
pollution.

Dr.Sandhya Chatterjee, Consultant, Danida, visited Kerala from 15-27
September, in connection with a study oh the analysis of people's
participation experience in Kerala under the bilaterally funded water
supply schemes.

Ms.Kathleen Shordt, Socio Economic Advisor, attended DANIDA Advisors
Meeting in Madras during September 25-27, 1991.

Dr.Tom Segaar, Development Co-operation Operations Review Unit,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Hague and Mr.Van Stuijvenberg,
Management Consultant, Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, visited
Kerala from 27-30 September 1991, as part of a preparatory mission
in connection with the Inspection and Evaluation of the Netherland
assisted projects.
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INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BACTERIAL QUALITY OF WATER IN
SELECTED WELLS IN KERALA

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This investigation designed and executed by th^ Kerala State
Pollution Control Board, sought to make an assessment of the
bacterial quality of water with reference to fecal coliforms in
open dug wells in Kerala. It also attempted to determine the extent
to which factors influencing water quality (such as soil type,
depth of well, presence of latrine pit in or cattle shed the
vicinity, water use pattern and user behavior) contributed to fecal
contamination.

In total 150, wells, fifty each from the south, central and
northern zones of the Socio-Economic Units of the Kerala Water
Authority, were monitored. Of these 150,, 1 ^ are open wells and 6
ere closed with hand pumps. Among the 1^4 open wells, 10,3 have SEU
latrines in the vicinity w M l e another 30. wells have related Dits
or septic tanks of other tyses. Eleven open wells without anv Dits
in the vicinity were also monitored. Water samples from the wells
were analyzed four times, at intervals of approximatelv 2 weeks,
during the~period of December 1990, to April 1991. Along with fecal
conforms. three other parameters of water quality namely pH,
conductivity, total dissolved solids were also monitored.

Based on the quality of water with respect to the levels of fecal
contamination, the wells were classified into four Quality classes
and these classes are discussed in relation to factors which might
influence the quality of water.

The general conclusions from the study are:

1. Water in none of the open wells investigated is ot drinking
water quality standard as prescribed by the Bureau of Indian
Standards.

£. Water analyzed from covered wells with hand pumps that were
as close as 5 meters to the SEU latrine pits were found to
contain no fecal coliforms.

3. The? open character of the wells and the conventional
maintenance habits are found to be responsible for fecal
pollution in them.

4. Pit latrines with average family load factor (5 members) at
a distance' of 5 meter from wells are found to make no
contribution to the pollution of well water.

Though the study is limited to the three areas of Kollam,
Thrissur and Kozhikode where- the Socio-Economic Units of Kerala
Water Authority operates, the observations can be generalised since
the study has covered varied geological, social and cultural
variables applicable to the State as a whole.
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With these conclusions in mind, it is suggested that there should
be a svstem for monitoring the quality of well water, since habits
of ooo- maintenance overtake the programmes for disinfection and
protection of wells resulting in water quality . deterioration. As
the present study iis focussed on existing wells selected at random,
it needs to be fjol lowed by a detailed study on the effects of
leachates from latrine pits in different soil types at definite
intervals of distance and time.

Imp 1 jestions of the Stydv

At the reauest of the Socio-Economic Units, this research study
was reviewed, in drsft form, by several professionals. We are
thankful for their responses. Among these, two questions arose
about tie implications of this study. These are addressed in the
following Daragraphs:

Questicn: How is it possible that not one open well satisfied the
Bureau of Indian Standards guideline for the bacterial quality of
drinkirtj *ater? Was the sampling cirocedure wrong in the study?

Indeed, none of the 14*t open wells satisfied the Bureau of Indian
Standards guideline which requires that every sample of water be
free o* fecal coliforms (that is. zero fecal coliforms per 10.0. ml).
The cor:lusion, therefore, is that there is a high probability that
open wells in Kerala are polluted with fecal matter.

The I4*̂  open wells were selected at random. The only criteria
for selection were that the wells could not have been chlorinated
in the preceding 3 months and that the wells be located in areas
where tne Socio-Economic Units work. In fact the l̂ t̂  wells in this
study a~e located in 7 panchayats scattered around the state, in
Kozhikcde, Thrissur, Kollam and Thiruvanadapuram districts. These
are ir areas having a wide diversity of physical, social and
economic conditions. The conditions, therefore, are not different
from that in other panchayats in the low-land areas of Kerala. Thus
it is unlikely that the results of the study are due to sampling
error. It is worth mentioning that the samples were taken
(December to April) at a time when the bacterial quality of well
water nay be better than at other times, such as at the onset of
the morsoon.

While the five closed wells (with handpumps) were free from fecal
coliforms, the same was not, in fact, expected of the open wells.
It was expected that most open wells would not meet Indian or
international standards for. microbacterial quality of drinking
water. To auote from two well-known sources: "...WHD(1971 and
i?ga> -ecommended that small water supplies should contain zero E.
coli pe~ 10,0; ml. The great majority, if not all untreated water
supplies in the developing countries
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will not meet this reauirement."* "Untreated water sources are
almost invariably contaminated with fecal matter and contain fecal
coliforms and other indicator bacteria,"**

What »ais surprizing in the results of the study was the
proportion of wells in the sample (58 'A or 83 out of 1*+^) which
were in the high pollution class. In other words, more than half
of the wells had three or four samples with more than 10.0. fecal
coliforms per 10,0, ml. Clearly steps should be taken soon to reduce
the level of oollution. Even if it is not possible to eliminate
al1 bacterial pollution, efforts should be made to ensure that
drinking water has a bacterial quality not exceeding a certain
level, for example, of 10.0. f. coliforms oer 10.0. ml.

Another question which was asked about this study was: If
drinking water from wells is polluted, why are there not more
diseases in Kerala?

There are three responses to this. Firstly, following
internationally-recognized procedures, this study tested for the
presence in well water of an 'indicator bacteria', fecal coliforms.
These are bacteria which are always excreted in- large numpe^s by
warm-blooded animals in their feces, whether they are healthy o r

sick. Thus, if a sample of water contains the indicator bacteria,
then it is contaminated from the feces of animals or people. It
should be understood that most fecal coliforms are not, in
themselves, disease carrying. Their presence in water means that
other disease-causing agents might be present.

Secondly, note that is Kerala there are, usually on a seasonal
basis, water-borne diseases such as cholera and typhoid. however.
incidence of major diseases does appear to be lower in Kerala than
in many other parts of the nation. Many of these diseases Are
water-washed as well as water-borne (that is, their incidence is a
function of quantity as well as quality of wa t e r ) . The incidence of
major diseases would De greater without the high per capita use of
water and relatively good hygiene which prevails in Kerala.

Thirdly, it is very important to note that polluted water does
not only cause major diseases such as cholera and typhoid. There
are other ailments which are not in themselves life threatening,

* Cairncross, S, et al. Evaluation for village water supply planning. Technical Paper Series NQ. 15.
International Reference Centre for Cowsunity Water Supply and Sanitation. The Netherlands. 1980,. 177 pages. Quote
froa page 73.

•tCairncross, S. and R. G. FEachem. Environmental health engineering in the tropics. John Wiley & Sons. 1983.
E71 pages. Quote from pace 31.
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but are nonetheless debilitating. In fact, the health status in
Kerala has been characterized by professionals as one of chronic,
low-level morbidity. This is often not fully understood or
recognized by the population. One example which may illustrate
this relates to freauent episodes of low-level diarrhoea. "Loose
stools" are accepted by many peODle as being normal. This is not
correct. The implications for children are particularly important.
For children in particular, diarrhoea and 'loose stools' are
reflected in minor illnesses. reduced absorption of important
nutritious elements and so on. The child or adult is not
dramatically ill, but not fully healthy. One necessary measure to
improve this is to protect drinking water sources and, of course,
to store and use water in ways that ensure it remains of high
quality. The effective protection of open wells, in particular,
may include: covering wells completely and raising water with a
handpump or, if this is not possible. chlorination at regular
intervals and improving the physical surroundings of the wells.
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EXCERPT FROM SANITATION STRATEGY

The following pages are excerpted -from the Sanitation Strategy
which is a document used by the panchayat and the SEU to carry out
the programme together.

Role of Panchayat

The programme will generally be undertaken in two wards at a time.
Details of the activities noted below are shown on the following
pages.

1. Panchavat water Commi ttee consisting of panchayat ward members,
one representative from each WWC, KWA Assistant Engineeer, Health
Inspector, ICDS SuDervisor will be responsible for overall
implementation committee for this programme. A meeting of the PWC
is convened to detail the speedy and successful implementation a*
the programme.

An execut ive cztrr~: t r .-ap comprising of Psncr>avst President.
Executive Office*. l'*A Assistant Engreer and SEU Official, one
ladv "igmoer (not necessarily sn electee representative) from PWC
will IOOK after the cav-to-dav affairs.
An ov©r5eer (Sanitation, Supervisor) has ro be made available by the
p3nchsv3t Deot. The Panchavat Water Committee will oversee tne
programme and assist in all steos.

2. Opening joint accounting system (Executive Officer) and
Programme Officer (CO). At ooening o* the joint bank account,
oanchavat should first transfer their contribution. Agreement with
oanchavat to be agreed and signed.

3. Panchavat contribution may be used extending the programme in
the oanchayat and/or reaching the very Doorest pe.oole.

<+. Legislation of latrines in panchayat ward for new houses if
relevant policy exists.

5. Beneficiary selection is to be done by Ward Water Committee with
SEU and confirmed by panchayat water committee (which includes all
panchayat members). An updated list of eligible beneficiaries for
the latrines will be prepared with the help of WWC. A separate
register has to be maintained in the panchayat for beneficiary
contributions.

6. Demonstration latrines constructed through the Danchayat must
generally be for ICDS, balawadi, schools, panchayat office or PHC.
These do not require a E5'/. contribution.

7. Executive Committee decides on sources of procurement. Printed
voucher must be used for all purchases; and separate cash book for
all remittances and withdrawals has to be maintained by panchayat.
The voucher has to be approved by sanitation supervisor and
countersigned by the ward member. See the following pages that
describe the work of the Executive Committee and WWC.
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B. Other: - Maps of socio-economic weaker sections, colonies,
needy areas, logged areas and public institution.

- Willingness to provide accommodation for meetings and
training session for all SEU support activities in the
panchayat.

\ - Support for Health Education activities to be conducted
for the beneficiaries and general public, with the SEU.
(See Health Education Guidelines, at the end).

Cri terj a for beneficiary select ion

The criteria to be followed by the KWA/SEU for the selection of
beneficiaries for the latrine programme are:

1. Low income families with a monthly income of below Rs.50,0,/-

2. Beneficiary should express keenness to own a latrine and
participate in all the health education activities.

3. There should be adequate water supply to maintain the sanitary
latrine.

*+. There should be sufficient space to construct a latrine
without Dosing any problems to sources of drinking water, and
other households, There should be a minimum distance of 10.
meters between the latrine pits and existing drinking water
sources. <•

5. Households to be given priority are: (a) headed by disabled or
handicapped; (b) headed by widows; (c) scheduled castes or tribes
not already served by other sanitation programmes.

6. Land to construct the latrine and house should be
owned by the beneficiary.

7. Beneficiary should dig the pits. In addition,
beneficiaries should contribute 20,*/. of the cost of the
latrine. Thus the total beneficiary contribution (digging
pits and SO,'/, finance) is about 35'/.. It is the
responsibility of WWC to see that transportation of
materials is done by the beneficiaries as a group.

S. Other criteria if, as often happens, further selection
is needed, should be the following:
- hut construction living in colony
- own less than 5 cents land
- number of female children
- number of people working in the

household.
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Beneficiary Selection z. Selection Process

1. WWC provides an up-dated list of eligible
beneficiaries in each ward.

2. UWC members distribute application forms to eligible
beneficiaries and collect the filled forms.

3. These forms are handed over to SEU with ward members'
recommendation.

4. KUA/SEU personnel scrutinise the forms and make field
verification. Beneficiaries list are displayed in
important places of wards for public comments. Panchayat
at (or PWC) scrutinize and approve list.

5. WWC persuade the beneficiaries to remit their
contribution in the panchayat. Register to be kept of
beneficiary contributions by panchayat.
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STEPS JJi IMPLEMENTATION FOR EACH PANCHAYAT

1. I dent 1fieatlon and SeIection of Panchayat
See earlier pages: Identifying needy panchayats for the

double pit pour-flush latrine programme-role of the
panchayat and the criteria for the selection. Activities
will normally be undertaken two wards at a time to allow
for more efficient education and construction work.

2. Survey of Panchayat: Collect data on all panchayats
coining in the scheme area to study the sanitary condition
of the panchayat and existing agencies working in the area;
area of panchayat; No.HH; No.HH with latrines by ward; No.
HH below poverty line; history water-related disease;
panchayat income for 3 years; if possible, No.HH below
poverty line with latrine. See earlier page for example of
a data sheet.

3. Panchayat Meeting:
To brief the panchayat about details of the programme,

cost, technology, beneficiary participation, role of each
committee - health education and how to submit the
panchayat at proposal and contribution etc.

*• Construct demonstration latr ines
This should be constructed in each panchayat to determine

the exact costing for that panchayat. Check carefully
labour costs during this construction. The demonstration
latrines should be built for the ICDS, health clinic, for
example. In some cases the SEU will decide to do two
constructions: one for the demonstration latrines and
another to arrive at the costing.

The costing of the latrine in this way determines how
much subsidy will be given for each latrine in that
panchayat. It also determines how much the beneficiary
will have to contribute (20% of the price of construction).
The SEU should therefore try to cut down the cost at this
point for each panchayat, for example, by using locally
available materials
(laterite, composite bricks etc.)

5. Convening of PWC (Panchayat Water Coirnnlttee) and
funct ion

Panchayat water commi ttee consisting of panchayat ward
members, one representative from each WWC, KWA Assistant
Engineeer, Health Inspector, ICDS Supervisor will be
responsible for overall implementation committee for this
programme. A meeting of the PWC is convened to detail the
speedy and successful implementation of the programme.

An executIve commi ttee comprising of Panchayat President,
Executive Officer, KWA Assistant Engineer and SEU Official,
one lady member (not necessarily an elected representative)
from PWC will look after the day-to-day affairs.

6< Project Proposa1
Resolution to be taken by the panchayat and submitted to

SEU. Open bank account (joint signature by Executive
Officer and Prog rsr.iue Officer). Panchayat contribution
should first be deposited. Agreement with panchayat must
b e comio 11° I'pri n •"•••: D JI ,T» T -
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7. WUC/Sub-Committ3&. training
WVC is In charge of general implementation of the

programme and subcommittee will be responsible for all the
health education activities. Training and preparation for
health education activities for 12 months.

8. Mobl11sation Campalgns
Will be carried out by UWC together with existing local

agencies such as I CDS and PHC for at least 2 months.

9. Beneficiary Selection
The forms provided by the WWC are scrutinised and

verified to ascertain eligibility. The list will be
displayed in different parts of wards for public comments.
The list must, then be scrutinized and approved by Panchayat
Water Committee.

10. Beneficiary Contribution and meetings
20% of the cost of the latrine has to be borne by the

beneficiary. Other responsibilities of beneficiaries are:
preparing two pits of appropriate size, transporting
materials from the main road or store house to the site,
assisting the helper etc. A separate register has to be
maintained in the panchayat beneficiary contribution.

During this time the following topics will be covered:
amount and mode of remittance of contribution. Give and
explain work sheet, need to attend HE activities,
introduction of technology, water seal, peoples
participation etc (2-3 months). Describe the entire
programme.

UUC will be responsible for motivating beneficiaries to
pay the contribution. '• This should be deposited in
instalments, or In lump sum at the panchayat with
accounting done as shown in the following section about
accounts and finance.

11. 1 denti f lcat ion and Training ojP. Masons
UUC will Identify local masons. One set of lady masons

wherever available. All hands should be trained. Number
required for each ward must be divided. Experienced
masons, and SEU draftsman give the training. In addition,
give them training In talking about the technology and
health aspects of sanitation to the households. Special
training and planning for working with women masons will be
needed where possible.

12. PJLL Marking and Pit Digging
Marking on ground Is done by a technical person/health

inspector and trained WWC members. Beneficiary digs the
pit according to the dimensions explained by the technical
person/WWC member.

13. Construct ion and purchase
For convenience construction could begin in two wards.

Quality of construction has to be periodically inspected by
the technical person AE/KWA or Overseer or Supervisor. SEU
and :-'UA staff should in any case make spot checks of
•2cri= :ruct ion period. The report of the periodic and spot
inspections should be given to the Executive Committee.
; r, t = nse health education activity (.A-5 months) to begin at
this stage.
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The role of mason/draftsman as agents of health education
In individual beneficiary houses is also very important.

Executive Committee decides on sources of procurement.
Printed voucher must be used for all purchases. Voucher
must be approved by sanitation supervisor and countersigned
by ward member. Separate cash book for all remittances and
withdrawals has to be maintained in the panchayat. It is
the responsibility of the WWC to see that transportation of
materials is done by beneficiaries as a group.

Sanitation Supervisor has to submit weekly report of
progress and monthly accounts Field organizer/SEU official
to make fortnightly visits. Each sanitation unit must have
a serial number. SEU to maintain list of these.

Details of purchase, accounts, supervision are given on the
following pages.

14. Use and Maintenance
Guidelines on use and upkeep of latrines are given in

small group meetings. These are to be undertaken by
PWC/WWC. Also supply at this stage: a book 1et/1eaflet or
instruction in use, a brush to clean. Emphasize the
following:

- children and men should use latrines
- washing hands with soap/ash after defecation
- maintaining water seal
- preventing blockage
- keeping surroundings and latrine clean.

other special issues for that family, ward or
panchayat

Remember, only a minimum amount of water need be used for
efficient flushing; and this is an important consideration
to prolong the life of the pits and for conservation of
water. In Kerala people tend to use to pour'too much water
down the latrine.

15. Technical Verification Of. Units
Technical person CKUA), SEU personnel or Representative

from P W C certifies fitness.

16. Follow-up:
W W C conducts periodic follow-up of the latrine

(monthly). Quarterly monitoring carried out by outside
agency and report to PWC and SEU.

17. Documentation:
All stages of activity should be carefully documented and

assessed. For each panchayat, the following information
should be available, kept in one file (please indicate
which of the following your unit will collect):

(1) Panchayat contract and proposa1

(2) -wards in which work undertaken and dates of
beginning construction in each ward. number
of latrines to be constructed in each ward.
Confirmation at the end that these were (were
not) constructed and date of completion of
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(3) - register of beneficiary contribution (panchayat).
Name,address of beneficiary, amount paid,
- application forms and serial list of latrines together
with technical verification. It might be useful to
combine,, the register of beneficiary contribution with the
application forms, serial list and technical
verification.

(4) -accounts; Register of accounts for panchayat
programme. State total amount of SEU input.
State amount of panchayat contribution and
how that is to be spent. Confirmation is also
needed In the file that it was (or was not)
spent as intended. Please note that accounts
for each panchayat covering their
contribution and the SEU contribution must be
available (either In the SEU office or the
panchayat) and kept in good order. This will
be subject to an external audit.
Financial statement to be given by Office

Superintendent after every monthly audit.
See the following pages which give directions for

accounting, purchase and supervision.

(S) - technlea I data: soil quality by ward. List
where special construction was needed because
of soil conditions or closeness to drinking
water source. State the cost of the latrine
by ward or panchayat.

-education: For each Panchayat, note any unusual things
about the education programme (new topics covered that
are not usually covered, problems, good things that
happened—be specific). List any other SEU education
or project activities going on in that panchayat.

-Fo11ow-up include all data collected in follow-up
which relate to use of latrines, household sanitation,
quality of construction, defects In the materials used
in construction, and so on.

SEU to put all documentation in a file at end for
further monitoring and records.
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ACTIVITIES OF THE WARD WATER COMMITTEES....WHAT DQ THEY DO?

The following list of Ward Water Committee CUUC) activities
has been prepared by the SEU(South):

With sanltat Ion: Tie WWC selects beneficiaries. It takes
initiatives in mobilizing beneficiaries for health
education meetings. Also, the WWC has a role in checking
the quality of th= materials purchased and checking the
construction. In periodic meetings, the WWC reviews the
process and problems of construction which is an important
agenda item and which, in most cases, helps a lot in
overcoming difficult issues.

Wi th trial runs.* The WWCs inform people about the trail
runs which helps the KWA in getting prompt reporting of
breaks and leaks, rather than inquiries or complain-ts.

Paul t report Ing to KWA: General reporting to the KWA of the
condition around the tap, adequacy of water, leaks is a
regular activity of the WWC.

With ch 1 or 1na 11 on : Chlorinatlon of wells Is another area
which the WWC does with inter-agency collaboration.

with planning; The WWC does planning for its ward at the
IB-^.onth programme of for sanitation and water coming into
the schemes. The general planning of the 18 month writer
and sanitation programme is done with the WWCs and in each
month the progress is review whlie plans are made tor the
next month. The Field Organizers discuss the work content
at staff meetings based on the planning scheme. But due to
the lag in phasing of the hardware and software in many
cases adjustments have to be made in the monthly
programmes. (SEU-Centra1 works in a slightly different way. )

with campalgns: In all the health education activities such
as deworming camps, film shows, exhibitions and campaigns,
the rJWC takes an active role.

with s tandpos t attendants: Standpost attendants (SPAs) are
selected by the WWC. It Is the WWCs who organize meetings
of SPAs and SPAs give reports of the progress of their work
at ward-level meetings.

wi th school hea1th clubs: Members of the WWCs col laborate
in the activities of school health clubs. Children visit
construction sites for latrines, 'adopting a colony' and so
on.


